Elmer’s Freestyle Directions – Repositionable Stationery Clips
1. Stick on - Sticks to most smooth surfaces. Remove thin clear backer sheet and retain for future
storage. Apply clip to desired surface. Press firmly to achieve a good seal and remove air bubbles. For
best results, after applying wait one hour before using the clip.
2. Peel Off - To remove, start by slowly peeling corner of base from adhered
surface. After removing from surface, please use clear backer sheet to store when not in use.
3. Restick - If adhesive becomes soiled, wash gently with water, allow to air dry, then reuse normally.
NOTE: Product tested to work on most smooth household surfaces: tile, plastic, painted or stained
wood, and glass. Performance on other surfaces may vary. To maximize adhesion use on a smooth,
clean surface. Dirty or uneven surfaces may cause the product to fail. Use on oil-based paint may cause
staining. Product works best when objects hang directly below clip.
IMPORTANT: Failure to follow instructions carefully may cause damage! SAVE INSTRUCTIONS for future
reference.
CAUTION: Avoid using on oil-based painted or freshly painted surfaces. The adhesive may strip finish or
cause staining. Do NOT hang items in areas that may cause injury. Do NOT use for irreplaceable items.
LIMITED WARRANTY: This product shall be free from defects when used as instructed above. If you have
a defective product, please contact Elmer’s within 90 days of purchase for instructions on how to return
the defective product. Your exclusive remedy shall be, at Elmer’s option, replacement of the product or
refund of purchase price.

Elmer’s Freestyle Directions – Repositionable Hooks
1. Stick on - Sticks to most smooth surfaces. Remove thin clear backer sheet and retain for future
storage. Apply hook to desired surface. Press firmly to achieve a good seal and remove air bubbles. For
best results, after applying wait one hour before using the hook.
2. Peel Off -To remove, start by slowly peeling corner of base from adhered
surface. After removing from surface, please use clear backer sheet to store when not in use.
3. Restick - If adhesive becomes soiled, wash gently with water, allow to air
dry, then reuse normally.
NOTE: Product tested to work on most smooth household surfaces: tile, plastic, painted or stained
wood, and glass. Performance on other surfaces may vary. To maximize adhesion use on a smooth,
clean surface. Dirty or uneven surfaces may cause the product to fail. Use on oil-based paint may cause
staining. Product works best when objects hang directly below hook.

IMPORTANT: Failure to follow instructions carefully may cause damage! SAVE INSTRUCTIONS forfuture
reference.
CAUTION: Avoid using on oil-based painted or freshly painted surfaces. The adhesive may strip finish or
cause staining. Do NOT hang items in areas that may cause injury. Do NOT use for irreplaceable items.
LIMITED WARRANTY: This product shall be free from defects when used as instructed above. If you have
a defective product, please contact Elmer’s within 90 days of purchase for instructions on how to return
the defective product. Your exclusive remedy shall be, at Elmer’s option, replacement of the product or
refund of purchase price.

Elmer’s Freestyle Directions- Repositionable Stick ‘ems
1. Stick on - Sticks to most smooth surfaces. Remove thin clear backer sheet and retain for future
storage. Apply Stick ‘em note to desired surface. Press firmly to achieve a good seal and remove air
bubbles.
2. Peel Off - To remove, start by slowly peeling corner of note from adhered
surface. After removing from surface, please use clear backer sheet to store when not in use.
3. Restick - If adhesive becomes soiled, wash gently with water, allow to air dry, then reuse normally.
NOTE: Product tested to work on most smooth household surfaces: tile, plastic, painted or stained
wood, and glass. Performance on other surfaces may vary. To maximize adhesion use on a smooth,
clean surface. Dirty or uneven surfaces may cause the product to fail. Use on oil-based paint may cause
staining.
IMPORTANT: Failure to follow instructions carefully may cause damage! SAVE INSTRUCTIONS for future
reference.
CAUTION: Avoid using on oil-based painted or freshly painted surfaces. The adhesive may strip finish or
cause staining. Do NOT use on irreplaceable items.
LIMITED WARRANTY: This product shall be free from defects when used as instructed above. If you have
a defective product, please contact Elmer’s within 90 days of purchase for instructions on how to return
the defective product. Your exclusive remedy shall be, at Elmer’s option, replacement of the product or
refund of purchase price.

